
Welcome!  Congratulations on taking an important step - looking into quality vocal 
coaching to develop your understanding, skills, and enjoyment of your voice! 


1:1 vocal coaching sessions can be taken in-person  
(usually in my studio in Hobart CBD, though I may occasionally visit other areas of 

Tassie, Melbourne, or other locations)


...Or online (usually via Zoom,  
but we can use other software if necessary).


Before booking in for ongoing sessions, it's important we have a  
Discovery Call and then an Initial Session,  

(click above to see more info on these session types specifically)  
so I can get to know your needs, goals, & voice, 

and introduce you to my approach. 


You can then reserve a regular Recurring time, 

OR roll with Book-As-You-Go or Drop-In.  
I also offer Call-And-Response sessions 


for those whose busy schedules make it hard to book in a time.


My 1:1 work with clients is supported by membership to  
the Living Voice Library, a treasure trove of online learning resources to integrate in 
your own time, so we can make best use of our 1:1 time together, and keep costs 

down for you!


Read on for more details on: 
- What happens in 1:1 sessions?


- Which kind of booking is right for you?

- How I work, session lengths, and the value of “emergence"


- How much does it cost?


https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Discovery+Call,+Initial+Session.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Call+and+Response.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Living+Voice+Library.pdf


What happens in 1:1 sessions?


Everyone and every session is different, but usually our sessions  
(after the Discovery Call and Initial Session)

 include some / most / all of the following:


• Checking in on how you've been, any news you have, questions you want to 
ask, observations you've been having in your practice. 

• Checking in with any new techniques & exercises you've been learning 
(either that I previously taught or you’ve learnt via the online resources in my 
Living Voice Library), to receive feedback, adjustments, suggestions. 

• Singing a song or working with your text, applying the techniques, and/or 
receiving artistic & performance-based feedback if desired. 

• Guided play, experimentation, and exploration with your voice. May include 
movement, too! 

• For some people, other topics may be explored outside of technique, artistic 
choices, and performance; such as improvisation, songwriting, recording, 
mindset & coaching practices, career coaching, etc.  Everyone I work with is 
different and we allow what arises, and your desires, to guide the 
direction of our sessions.  

Our 1:1 sessions will be supported by the Living Voice Library resources available 
to you through monthly membership, which you can access in your own time & at 
your own pace. 


At each session, I will advise you on the best videos & other resources in the 
Library to check out, technique & exercises to try, before our next booking. 


Non-members wishing to book sessions with me may need to book longer 
sessions, as I will need to take up session time to explain the concepts, 
techniques, and exercises.  


I highly recommend joining the Library as the best way to get value out of 
your time with me - this way, you can learn the technical information, concepts, 
and exercises at home in your own time, re-watch the videos as many times as 
you need to integrate the information, and then come in for your 1:1 session where 
we can then spend more of this valuable time together using my analysis skills & 
sense, in actively guiding you through your developing awareness & skills, and 
doing the stuff that is more fun, interactive, and musical/expressive!


https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Discovery+Call,+Initial+Session.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Living+Voice+Library.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Living+Voice+Library.pdf


What kind of booking is right for your lifestyle?

 

There are 3 ways to book in with me 1:1, for different types of needs: 
Recurring, Book-As-You-Go, or Drop-Ins.


More details about each of these options, so that you can choose how to book in 
with me, can be found by clicking here.


How I work, session lengths, 
and the value of "emergence"


Everyone I work with is different, with a variety of needs, goals, ages, levels of 
experience, tastes in music, and learning styles.


Most sessions with me (after the Discovery Call & Initial Session) are 30min... ish. 

Some people may be in need of longer sessions, either regularly for a while 
when beginning (to allow their nervous system to settle into working with me & 
being in my space / over Zoom), or occasionally (when wanting to work on 
something in depth or have a very spacious-feeling session).  In these 
circumstances I am always happy to discuss custom options for the individual 
(either at their request, or if I sense they may benefit from longer sessions). 


The length of my sessions is not strict; I value “emergence” i.e. what is 
emerging in the flow, and what is going to best serve us in the moment.  Most 
people I’ve worked with know that sessions often/usually run a little overtime… 
and occasionally, we may reach the natural conclusion of the session before the 
end of the set time, especially on days when your voice, brain, or body aren’t 
feeling 100%.


In working together, we agree not to "nickel-and-dime for time", but instead 
do our best to flow with what is most right in the moment. 


You are not paying for my time, but for the value you receive from our work 
together.  


https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Which+type+of+session+works+for+you.pdf


This value includes: 

• The time we spend together, my care, attention, and expert analysis & 
sense. 

• The knowledge & understanding I teach & share. 

• The results & changes in your voice & ease as you apply what we explore 
together over time. 

• Your recordings of the session, should you choose to make any. 

• The detailed notes & resources I compile after each session as needed and 
send through.  I allocate a gap of 15min between my bookings, to allow for 
any running-over and for me to spend time compiling & sending through 
these resources. 

• The thinking I do about you & your vocal journey outside of our sessions, 
planning of our journey together, gathering resources, sending 
recommendations, etc. 

• My continued professional development & learning to continue to grow and 
offer you the best service I possibly can. 

• and everything else that goes into my quality service & your experience, 
such as my systems, space, equipment etc. 

How much does it cost?  
 

My range of different offers & ways of working with me are set up to be accessible 
to a variety of goals & budgets. When we meet on your Discovery Call, I’ll get to 

know you first and then fill you in on all the options that might suit you.

  

If you want some time to think about how to proceed, I will send you a summary of 
all the options & pricing then.


Questions? 
Get in touch at info@bectilley.com or click here to book your Discovery Call.


I look forward to getting to know you & your voice!


Click any of the below for further details: 
Discovery Call & Initial 1:1 Sessions


The Living Voice Library 

Call & Response Sessions


Studio Policies

What kind of booking is right for you?

mailto:info@bectilley.com
https://bectilleybookings.as.me/discoverycall
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Discovery+Call,+Initial+Session.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Living+Voice+Library.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Call+and+Response.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Studio+Policies.pdf
https://bectilleyvoicecoach.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Client+Info/Which+type+of+session+works+for+you.pdf

